
Pretty vegas, performed by INXS          C         A# F A# 

It ain't pretty 

key: C           C         A# F A# 

After the show 

(C to A# Riff through verses)          C               A#        F               A# 

It ain't pretty when the pretty it leaves you with no place to go C A# F 

Falling asleep at the wheel again, baby A#                   F       A#                  F 

You're drifting over the line So, if you think you want it here's the place to get it 

You're hands are tight but you're losing grip quickly          C 

Fix me can you read the sign It ain't pretty 

Thumbin' your way to Vegas, dirty  A#      F 

and dreaming of the other side Yeah it aint  

Save your tears and laughter because          C      A# F 

it doesn't matter what you find It aint pretty  

  

         C         A# F A# (C  to A# Riff through verses) 

It ain't pretty 

          C         A# F A# Thumbin' your way to Vegas, dirty and dreaming like you're out of control 

After the show Save your tears and laughter  

         C               A#        F          A#         F     A#          F 

It ain't pretty when the pretty it leaves you with no place to go C A# F because this is the ride, this is the show 

A#               F       A#                  F  

If you think you want it here's the place to get it          C         A# F A# 

         C It ain't pretty 

It ain't pretty           C         A# F A# 

 After the show 

(C to A# Riff through verses)          C               A#        F               A# 

It ain't pretty when the pretty it leaves you with no place to go  C A# F 

Everything that you do is wrong and you  A#                   F       A#               F 

Fell like you can barely survive So, if you think you want it just come in and get it 

When those around you are crumpling downwards          C 

Buried in the sunset alive It ain't pretty 

Thumbin' your way to Vegas, dirty and screaming like you're back from hell  

Save your dreams and occupations 'cause doesn't matter what you sell C to A# Riff 

 


